
 

  

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOURTEEN DAYS 
With visits to Avila, Granada, 
Seville, Cordoba & Segovia 

 

MAY 14-27, 2020 

$5900 per person  
Space is limited!                                                     Airfare additional 

 

Price includes first-class accommodations and all in-country 
transportation with full daily breakfasts and some special dinner 
celebrations in historic locations.  Enjoy several leisurely days at 
unparalleled historical sites including Granada’s World Heritage 
Alhambra, the famous Roman aqueducts of Segovia and the sacred 
medieval cities of Avila and Toledo.  Savor the rich Judeo-Christian-
Moorish history of Cordoba and Seville including Flamenco music, 
dance and internationally acclaimed Andalusian cuisine.  Experience 
daily pilgrimage programs with retreat leader and historian, Richard 
Groves, and generous personal time for reflection and for 
discovering your own special corners of Iberia! 
  
Based on Double Occupancy                        Some single rooms may be available for an additional cost 
 

        LOCATIONS 
There is no part of this itinerary that will disappoint the spiritual seeker, the 
history buff and the world explorer in you.  Spanish culture is exotic and rich 
with experiences not found anywhere else.  Unforgettable daily trips will 
include the birthplaces of medieval mystics and the unique sites that still 
hold the memory of blended Jewish, Christian and Muslim spiritual cultures.  
 

        ACCOMMODATIONS 
Spend four unforgettable nights both at the famous Alhambra Palace 
Hotel in Granada and at the historic Parador de Toledo, one of Spain’s 
premier medieval hotels—with special meals included. Enjoy the chance to 
live for a few days in the heart of beautiful ancient city of Seville, within 
walking distance of all the sites that celebrate Gypsy-Flamenco culture. 
Diverse cuisine and warm Iberian hospitality also make Spain one of the 
world’s favorite destinations.  And conclude your trip in lively Madrid with an 
option to add extra days to explore one of the great capital cities of Europe.   
 

PILGRIMAGE PROGRAM 
Richard Groves will facilitate a daily program for reflection and network with 
local experts offering an insider’s view to the rich spiritual and cultural 
history of each location. 

 
To register or for more information contact:  

Sacred Art of Living Center @ 541 383 4179              www.sacredartofliving.org 

PilGRIMAGE TO SPAIN 
 

Land of Mystical Beauty & Ecstatic Culture 
 

With Richard Groves 

 
 


